
Does Parliament want to deny the
people their voice, vote and freedom?

Today UK democracy is on trial in Parliament.
The people voted, yet a large number of MPs want to deny them the results of
their vote.

Some Remain MPs are too clever by half and too clever for the good of
Parliament. They argue that Parliament will take back control, as people
wanted, but their idea of Parliament taking back control is to return massive
powers to the EU or to prevent us leaving EU control in the first place. What
an unpleasant irony! They wish to go to war with the people, and deny them
the result of the People’s Vote, cynically misrepresenting that as taking
back control.

The large Remain side in Parliament never wanted to debate EU matters before
the referendum. They told us they were technical, that the EU had little
control over us, and that those of us who wanted to talk about the growing
power of the EU were wrong and out of touch with the real issues of the day.
Now we have voted to leave they want to talk about nothing other than EU
membership. They endlessly repeat the arguments that lost them the referendum
and carry on hectoring Eurosceptics and trying to terrify us into changing
our minds. It is high time we put this debate behind us and left the EU. If
we cannot negotiate a good deal in 2 years 9 months before giving the EU what
they want, there would be no chance of negotiating a good deal for the future
in 21 months more if we have given away the main bargaining advantages we
have through the Withdrawal Agreement.

The people made a decision. They were promised by government and Parliament
it would be implemented. Today Parliament should vote down the Withdrawal
Agreement, which is the stay under EU control agreement. Parliament should
also make clear we must now leave on 29 March. The PM should return to the EU
to ensure smooth passage out, as it is in their interest as well as the UK’s.
She should also offer free trade agreement talks for as soon as we are out.
The UK can trade just fine with the rest of the EU under WTO rules. The
government should immediately publish our schedule of tariffs for March 30th,
which should be lower than the EU schedule and should include zero tariffs on
components needed by UK industry and zero tariffs on food we cannot grow or
rear for ourselves.
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